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Dates:  
The survey dates are below (weather permitting). If a sampling day is to be cancelled I will let 
you know by 6 pm the day before the scheduled survey date. 
 
All surveys will take place between 10am and 12 pm on the survey date. This time slot was 
selected as this is usually during peak bumble bee activity. Suggested routes are given in 
brackets.  
 
Monday June 17 – Silver Creek Conservation Area (north on Bruce Trail from Fallbrook Trail 
and Irwin Quarry Side Trail) 
 
Tuesday June 18 – Silver Creek Conservation Area (north on Bruce Trail from Fallbrook Trail 
and Roberts Side Trail) 
 
Wednesday June 19 – Silver Creek Conservation Area (south on Bruce Trail) 
 
Thursday June 20 –Silver Creek Conservation Area (south on Bruce Trail from 8th Line) 
 
Friday June 21 –Terra Cotta Conservation Area (MsGregor Spring Pond Trail, Vaughn Trail, 
Terra Cotta Lane, Vaughan Trail, Picnic area 7, A.F. Coventry Trail) 
 
Saturday June 22 – Scotsdale Farm (Bennett Heritage Trail, Maureen Smith Side Trail, Bruce 
Trail) 
 
Monday June 24 – Saturday July 6 – dates of surveys and locations TBD 

Locations:  
1) Silver Creek Conservation Area (Fallbrook Trail & Side Rd 27, Halton Hills, ON L7G 

4S4) 
2) Terra Cotta Conservation Area (14452 Winston Churchill Blvd, Terra Cotta, ON L0P 

1N0) 
3) Scotsdale Farm (13807 Trafalgar Rd N, Georgetown, ON L7G 4S4) 

Trail maps for each site have been attached separately.  
 
The meeting place for Silver Creek Conservation area will usually be at Fallbrook Trail and 27th 
Side road. There are some pull-outs where parking is available at the side of the road 
 
The meeting place for Terra Cotta Conservation Area is in P1. I am asking about free access to 
the site for volunteers, but admission per vehicle may be charged for this site only.  
 
The meeting place for Scotsdale Farm is in the visitors parking lot at the end of the driveway. 
Please note this drive way is quite bumpy so take care when driving in! 
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Materials to bring 
 Clothing suitable for the weather including sturdy shoes (especially for Silver Creek, this 

site can be quite rocky/uneven) 
o Long pants are recommended to protect you from brush 

 Notebook or paper and/or clipboard, pen/pencil 
 Protocol sheets (pg 4-5, and 6 if desired) 
 Camera/smartphone (recommended) 
 Bug repellent/sunscreen  

Purpose:  
i) To locate bumble bee nests observationally and note habitat characteristics 

surrounding nests.  
ii) To compare the ability for trained detection dogs vs. people to locate bumble bee 

nests. The dogs will not be present for the volunteer surveys.  

Protocol 
Walk the trails very slowly observing each side of the trail for bumble bees and/or their nests. It 
is best to spread out and try and search as many areas as possible within the park – be aware of 
where you are and how to get back to the meeting spot!  
 
Bumble bees are rather large flying insects, sometimes you can hear them before you see them so 
also keep your ears attentive to their buzzing sound. Bumble bee nests are difficult to locate do 
not be discouraged if you don’t end up finding one! 
 
Bumble bees often nest along linear features – this can be along a fence line, where a forest 
meets a grassland, or sloping area. These are good spots to check for nests 
 
Nests are most often detected by noticing bees flying in and out of an area. If you think you have 
found a nest record these seven* things: 

1. Record its location (GPS using google maps if possible). You can do this by ‘dropping a 
pin’ and recording the coordinates shown, or by using a handheld GPS device. I will have 
at least one hand held GPS with me. If you cannot record GPS coordinates, be as 
descriptive of the location as possible. 

2. Describe the species of bumble bee. What is the color patter of the thorax and abdomen? 
If you can get a photo/video of the bees to send to me that is even better! We need this 
information for identifying the species. Some likely species have been included at the end 
of the protocol. 
If you are able to get a photo or video it can be uploaded along with all the needed 
information here: 
https://script.google.com/macros/s/AKfycbzyg2efpETKN3j1n5bSwbCA1dNqVpL9C7k8
Rib8_hTmLdqgwRw/exec 
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3. What type of ecosystem is the nest in? (forest, forest edge, grassland, garden etc.) 
4. What is the nest in? (e.g. burrow, under some leaves, under a log) 
5. Is the ground sloped where the nest is? (Steep slope, slight slope, flat) In what direction 

does the slope face? (north, east, south, west) 
6. Is the nest in a sunny location? (full sun, partial sun, full shade) 
7. What is the soil like? (Sandy, gravel/stones, clay, wet) 

* If you are unable to record all seven types of data around the nest, please just record it’s 
location and we can come and collect the other data at another time! 
 
Bumble bees are normally very docile; however, they can be territorial around nests. It is not a 
good idea to get right next to a nest as the bumble bees will likely try and chase you away and 
might even try and sting you 
 

Likely Bumble bee species: 
 
Bombus impatiens 
Extremely common 
Single yellow band on the abdomen at T1 

 
 
Bombus bimaculatus 
Very common 
T1 yellow, T2 partially yellow in the center 

 
 

 
 
 
Bombus vagans 
Common 
T1 and T2 yellow, often a black spot in the 
center of the throax 

 
Bombus perplexus 
Common 
T1 and T2 yellow, thorax is often all yellow 
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Bombus terricola 
Very Uncommon 
T1 is black, T2 and T3 are yellow, often a 
black band on the abdomen 

 
Bombus fervidus 
Very Uncommon 
T1-T4 yellow, commonly has a black band 
on the thorax. Yellow hair on abdomen side 
Black hair on the face 

 
Bombus borealis 
Less common near Georgetown 
T1-T4 yellow, black band on thorax 
Yellow hair onface, black hair on abdomen 
side 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bombus ternarius  
Uncommon in Georgetown 
T1 yellow, T2-3 orange, T4 yellow 

 
Bombus rufocinctus 
Very Common 
Many colour patterns, difficult to ID 

 
 
Bombus griseocolis 
Common 
T1 yellow, T2 partially brown (usually just 
in the center) 
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Background information (if you are interested!): 
 

Bumble bees 
Bumble bees are eusocial insects within the taxonomic order Hymenoptera. Hymenoptera are 
winged insects where the forewing and hindwing are connected by a set of hooks and includes 
the sawflies, bees, wasps and ants. Bumble bees are within the family Apidae which just includes 
all bee species (bumble bees, honey bees, stingless bees, carpenter bees, orchid bees, cuckoo 
bees, etc – there are many, many bee species!). Bees are different from ants or wasps (which are 
in a different family) because of their hairy bodies – this helps them collect pollen and act as 
pollinators. Finally, bumble bees are within the genus Bombus. The traits that distinguish bumble 
bees from other bees is their very large size and hairiness.  

 

Bumble bee declines 
Bumble bees are important pollinators in temperate and montane regions due to their ability to 
buzz pollinate, and forage under cooler temperatures relative to other bee species (Goulson, 
2003). However, some species are in decline globally. Threats contributing to bumble bee 
declines include: habitat loss (Goulson et al., 2008; Williams and Osborne, 2009), pathogen 
spillover (Colla et al., 2006; Szabo et al., 2012) and climate change caused range reductions 
(Kerr et al., 2015). In southern Ontario, there are currently five at-risk bumble bee species: 
Bombus affinis (the rusty-patched bumble bee – Critically Endangered), Bombus bohemicus (The 
gypsy cuckoo bumble bee – Endangered), Bombus fervidus (the yellow bumble bee – 
Vulnerable), Bombus pensylvanicus (the American bumble bee – Vulnerable), and Bombus 
terricola (the yellow-banded bumble bee – Vulnerable).  

 
Bombus terricola 

Bumble bee habitat and the importance of having the complete picture 
For restoration, it is important to know what your target species needs to survive in a given area, 
i.e. what is the target species habitat. A species’ habitat contains all the resources necessary for 
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survival and reproduction (food, shelter, and access to mates). Having an abundance of high 
quality habitat can make species more resilient to other stressors and disturbances (Hodgson et 
al., 2011, 2009).  
 
The habitat requirements for bumble bees is not well understood which makes conserving or 
restoring bumble bee habitat very difficult. Bumble bees need at least three resources for their 
habitat: 1) forage resources (flowers that produce nectar and pollen throughout the colony cycle), 
2) nesting resources, 3) overwintering resources.  
 
Nesting and overwintering resources are not well understood for bumble bees. This is likely due 
to the difficulty in locating bumble bee nests and overwintering sites. Bumble bees do not want 
their nests discovered so they are often in hard to locate areas – such as in abandoned small 
mammal burrows (underground), under vegetation, in tree cavities, decaying logs, bird houses, 
rock walls, compost heaps etc. Overwintering sites are difficult to locate as bumble bee queens 
will bury themselves within the soil to hibernate over winter.  
 
Despite the difficulty in locating nests it is very important that we determine more about their 
nesting habitat. This is because without a complete understanding of bumble bee habitat it can be 
difficult to determine which, if any, resources are limiting for bumble bees. Most conservation 
and restoration efforts to-date focusing on improving or protecting bumble bee habitat have 
focused on forage resources by increasing the amount of flowering plant species in an area. 
However, if forage resources are not causing bumble bee declines (but lack of nesting resources 
are causing declines for example) then these conservation areas will not be effective at stopping 
at-risk bumble bee declines.  
 

Bumble bee colony cycle 
Bumble bees have an annual colony cycle (i.e. it lasts one year). Each spring, hibernating bumble 
bee queens who were mated in the previous fall, emerge when temperatures begin to warm. 
These queens will forage on flowers to provision themselves as they search for a suitable nest 
location. Once a nest location has been identified (this can take several days!) the queen will 
begin the colony initiation stage by laying her first eggs. The queen will create a “honey pot” 
where she stores nectar to provision herself while she incubates the eggs and in case there is bad 
weather, and she cannot forage. The eggs hatch into larvae and continue development. The queen 
feeds the developing larva pollen that she has collected. The developing larva become worker 
bumble bees. These workers are all female and will take over all foraging duties from this point 
forward while the queen continues to lay eggs, incubate them, and provision larva. Workers will 
also participate in incubation and feeding developing larva. Workers do not reproduce 
themselves. Once the colony is large enough (towards the end of the season) the queen will 
produce new reproductive individuals – these are males and new queens. Males and new queens 
leave the nest once they are produced to mate. Once mated, new queens hibernate underground 
(usually in late-summer or fall). Males, workers and the “old” or “foundress” queen all die at the 
end of the season (Kearns and Thomson, 2001). 
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Figure 1 Bumble bee colony cycle 
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